Assessment of membrane potentials of mitochondrial populations in living cells.
Mitochondrial membrane potentials (MMP) reflect the functional status of mitochondria within cells. Fluorescent probes to estimate these potentials within cells have been available for some time, but measurements of populations of mitochondria are not possible by existing methods. Therefore, comparisons between different cell types (e.g., fibroblasts and neuroblastoma), fibroblast cell lines from different patients, or even the same cell following various experimental paradigms are not feasible. The current approach estimates populations of MMP within living cells at 37 degrees C using the combination of conventional fluorescence microscopy and three-dimensional deconvolution by exhaustive photon reassignment. With this method, raw images are acquired rapidly with low-intensity (nonlaser) light with minimal concentrations of fluorescent dye. The method uses the fluorescent dye tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester, which equilibrates in cells according to the Nernst equation and provides a numerical, replicable estimate of MMP for populations of cellular mitochondria. This method can detect either increases or decreases in MMP as small as 5%. Furthermore, MMP in different cell types appear distinct. Values in fibroblasts (-105 +/- 0.9 mV) and N2a cells (-81 +/- 0.7 mV) were very different by this method. This approach bridges investigations of individual mitochondria to those that assess MMP by examining global fluorescence from cells.